Enclosures and Wetrooms

Glass act from Simpsons

Classic Marble is a market leading family run
business; with over 25 years experience in the
bathroom industry as a manufacturer of the highest
quality resin stone shower trays, and most recently
the innovative Classi-Seal.
Classi-Seal is a double award winning flexible
waterproof upstand system that completely
eliminates the potential for water leakage. By
providing a perfectly waterproof bonded seal around
the bath or shower tray, this robust, cost-effective
system can be fitted quickly and easily and is also
incredibly versatile, being effortlessly manipulated
around corners and against walls of uneven surface.
Water leakage equals expensive, time consuming
and inconvenient repair work, making Classi-Seal a
desirable and affordable preventative measure that
has already been a top seller in Ireland for over four
years.
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Classi-seal
from Classic
Marble

For those who are tired of simple clear glass
enclosures three new sophisticated glass shades –
grey, bronze and green are now available in Simpsons
Classic and Classic Mode Collections. These new
colourways are designed to give extra privacy without
resorting to mundane frosted finishes!
Frameless in design and offering the perfect
answer to unusual shaped rooms, the TEN collection
is revolutionising modern showering spaces. Formed
from 10mm glass, the TEN shower screen collection is
made to bespoke designs to give the freedom to
create the perfect enclosure in whatever space is
available.
With left or right hand opening as well as overbath showering situations, the TEN collection
represents versatile luxury showering. Sloping roofs
are not a problem either as the TEN collection is
available in a choice of eight angled cut panels. With
the option of two installation styles – floor-mounted
on a tray or wall-mounted for wet room use – there
has never been a more flexible shower solution.
0845 873 5808
www.simpsons-enclosures.co.uk
Enquiry no: 602

Utopia open
space from
Selecta
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The Selecta Utopia Open Space is a frameless
shower enclosure featuring a large corner entry
for easy access. There is a stabilising bar which
secures the fixed panel for extra rigidity and also
acts as a towel rail. The large showering area
allows for a luxurious shower experience in a
contemporary, minimalist design and is also
large enough to be used as a drying and
dressing area.
The curved panel is fixed and partially
surrounds the custom tear-drop shaped shower
tray. Visit www.selecta-showers.com to see our
full range of showers.

028 8556 8081
www.classic-marble.com
Enquiry no: 605
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A horizon worth getting
up for by Cesana
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This model reflects the contemporary trend in
shower enclosures, with a walk in area and no doors,
yet protected by glass panels. It is another example of
Cesana’s attention to the evolution of the market and
of its ability to interpret it in an innovative and
creative way.
The contemporary profile is anodised aluminium
with a bright finish, with the bar and details in
chromed brass. The glass is tempered and 8mm thick.
01384 878777
www.cesana.it
Enquiry no: 615
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The stunning new shower enclosure Horizon, from
Italian shower manufacturer Cesana is one of a new
breed of high-tech showers that offers designer looks
and state of the art technology.
A striking horizontal shelf creates a design feature
and also contains a multi-functional shower bar, a
rain showerhead and a practical hand held shower,
both with anti limescale systems. It also contains a
diverter to select the showering option.
One special feature of the Horizon is that it allows
the water temperature and flow to be regulated from
both outside and inside the shower enclosure.
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0870 160 4414
www.selecta-showers.com
Enquiry no: 603

